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We report on the direct observation of trapping and guiding of surface-guided elastic waves in a linear defect introduced into a micron-scale phononic crystal. Elastic field amplitude detection using laser scanning interferometry was used to characterize the different transmission regimes of the one-period wide line defect in a phononic crystal structure as a function of frequency and to discriminate phononic waveguiding from transmission outside the band gap. Surface density-of-states computations support the experimental observations. © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
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Phononics is arguably one of the most promising path towards manipulation and control of acoustic and elastic wave propagation.1 Phononic crystal cavities and waveguides, for instance, offer the possibility to tailor desirable dispersion properties, potentially leading to dramatically reduced group velocities. Acoustic wave guidance has been predicted2–5 and shown to occur for bulk6–10 or Lamb waves11 in fluid/solid or solid/solid phononic crystals. At the micron-scale, phononic confinement of surface guided waves holds promises for applications in the radio-frequency (RF) regime. Efficient waveguiding solutions would indeed open unexplored routes towards disruptive technologies for the implementation of advanced signal processing functionalities. This particularly holds for surface acoustic wave (SAW) and Lamb-wave based systems that lie at the basis of a number of applications in the fields of wireless telecommunications or micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Experimental demonstrations of microscale resonators12,13 and cavities14 were recently reported. Phononic waveguiding was also lately considered for Lamb waves in phononic crystals5.15 and for SAWs in finite-depth phononic crystals16.

In this paper, we report on an experimental evidence of surface acoustic wave transmission and confinement in a straight waveguide fabricated into a square-lattice phononic crystal, which we have previously found to feature a phononic band gap (BG).17 Monochromatic (time-harmonic) surface acoustic waves are generated by a chirped interdigital transducer in order to cover a wide frequency range. The acoustic field amplitude on the sample surface is directly imaged by scanning laser interferometry using the set-up described and used in Refs. 17 and 18. A unique advantage of the interferometric imaging is that each potentially guided wave can be interrogated individually by scanning the input frequency and mapping the induced spatial surface amplitude distribution. The field maps clearly show the existence of several guided modes supported by the one-period wide, or W1, phononic line defect. Guided modes are observed both for frequencies within the phononic band gap and for frequencies falling inside the sound cone for the phononic crystal. The experimental results are supported by a theoretical analysis of the surface density of states of the fabricated phononic waveguide as a function of frequency and wavevector.

The phononic waveguide was fabricated by introducing a one-period wide line defect in a square-lattice phononic crystal made of air holes milled in an X-cut lithium niobate substrate. The fabrication method applied, along with the experimental results obtained for the defect-free phononic crystal were reported in Ref. 17. The phononic crystal consists of an array of 8 × 28 holes, with a diameter of 1.9 μm and a lattice constant of 2.1 μm. The estimated hole depth is about 2.5 μm. Due to the finite hole depth, radiation losses to the bulk, in particular, for modes lying beyond the sound line, are expected. Surface-guided waves are generated on the sample surface by chirped interdigital transducers designed to deliver a broadband acoustic signal ranging from 630 MHz to over 1.3 GHz. The transducers were fabricated by electron-beam lithography of a Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) layer followed by a lift-off of a 60-nm thick evaporated aluminum thin film. Their acoustic aperture has been set to 48 μm and is limited by the length of the phononic crystal. SAWs are launched in the direction of the crystallographic Z-axis. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of one of the fabricated phononic waveguide devices is shown in Figure 1(a).

The defect-free phononic crystal exhibits a band gap ranging from 650 to 950 MHz, as extracted from both electrical and optical characterizations reported in Ref. 17. Given the waveguide width, we expect to observe a series of guided-modes located within this BG frequency range. It is unlikely, however, that these modes would show up clearly in the RF probe testing of the waveguide sample, since it is expected that the surface-guided modes propagate inside the waveguide and exit it as if originating from a point source located at the waveguide output (see Fig. 1(a)). The resulting cylindrical wave fronts will therefore not match the standard, straight receiving transducer electrode shape, hence preventing signal detection because of electrical interference along each metal finger. Furthermore, we know from previous...
experiments with SAW phononic crystals with limited hole depth that surface guided modes located beyond the exit of the band gap remained undetected by the receiving transducer, although their existence was confirmed by wave field measurements using scanning laser interferometry. The measured electrical response, displayed in terms of transmission scattering parameters in Figure 1(b), confirms these presumptions. The measurement data are strikingly similar to those observed for the defect-free phononic structure. The entrance of the band gap lies at about 670 MHz, which fits well with the previous sets of measurements. Here again, information provided by RF probe testing is incomplete but it allows us to assess a certain degree of repeatability regarding the phonon source and the band gap position.

The results obtained by scanning laser interferometry shown in Figure 2 are far more instructive. The heterodyne operation allows for a self-calibrated measurement of the absolute amplitude of the out-of-plane component of the surface-guided waves. In an ideal configuration, one would expect the amplitude measurement of a propagating wave to result in a spatially uniform amplitude field signal. The actual case is slightly more complex, however, as several waves can contribute and interfere at any point of the surface. The amplitude field at the input of the crystal is a combination of plane wave contributions from the piezoelectric source and of reflections at the holes. These latter will lead to strong Bragg reflection within the frequency range of the phononic band gap and to a non-zero signal reflection outside the band gap due to the impedance mismatch induced by the phononic crystal. The amplitude field at the output of the periodical array will be an even more complex combination of partial reflections and transmissions at each hole, of waves bypassing the phononic structure due to its limited width compared to the piezoelectric transducer aperture, and of waves guided within the line defect. This apparently difficult situation actually works in our favor: the presence of several interfering contributions allows us to discriminate the different transmission regimes even in the absence of phase measurements.

In the experiments reported here, the surface waves were generated by applying a RF signal from a signal synthesizer to one of the chirped transducer, while the second one was left unconnected. The out-of-plane amplitude component of the wave field was measured over a wide area,
encompassing the whole phononic crystal structure, resulting in $70 \mu m \times 70 \mu m$ scans with a $0.5 \mu m$ scanning step. Excitation frequencies were chosen to study wave propagation at frequencies located within as well as below and above the expected phononic band gap frequency range. Figure 2 displays the results obtained at 712 MHz, 820 MHz, and 940 GHz. In all cases, a measurement of the optical reflectivity of the sample is recorded, and the phononic crystal position is superposed on the elastic wave field plots to help localizing the line defect. The emitting transducer is on the left-hand side. The emission angle observed in all cases is about $4^\circ$ above the Z-axis and corresponds to the natural beam-steering angle for surface acoustic waves propagating in the Z direction on an X-cut lithium niobate crystal.

At 580 MHz, a frequency well below the band gap (see Fig. S1 of the supplementary material), the wave passes through the crystal without being significantly influenced by the periodical array of holes, as expected. The amplitude field at the input is slightly modulated, as a result of the interference between the incoming signal and Fresnel-reflections at the holes. Fig. 2(a) corresponds to a measurement inside the band gap, at 712 MHz. The standing wave pattern at the input is very pronounced and is a characteristic of a very strong Bragg reflection from the phononic crystal. Almost complete signal extinction is observed at the other side of the crystal, confirming the existence of a phononic band gap. SAWs guided by the line defect can be observed in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). At 820 MHz, a frequency that clearly lies within the band gap, the output field features a very neat interference pattern between a spherical wave issuing from the phononic waveguide and waves bypassing the phononic crystal. No direct contribution of the plane wave source can be observed at the output. The incoming elastic field is transmitted through the waveguide only, resulting in a point-source like emission spot at the output of the line-defect. A standing wave pattern is in addition observed inside the waveguide, probably resulting from the interference of two guided counter-propagating Bloch waves. At 940 MHz, a different transmission mechanism is seen at play. A modulation fringe pattern is still visible inside the waveguide but the free surface at the output now supports ripples rather than highly contrasted fringes. Guidance through the line defect is again observed, that can be attributed to a natural transmission on the plain material compared to the surrounding holey areas. The main contribution at the output is anyway that of a plane wave directly incoming from the source and passing through the crystal. This excitation frequency is indeed located close to the exit of the band gap and consequently some transmission can be expected.

For a more detailed characterization of the wave behavior and to further highlight the difference between the two transmission regimes, detailed scans were carried out, limited to an area of $60 \mu m \times 30 \mu m$ centered to the waveguide. Line profiles of the wave amplitude along the line defect were then extracted from these measurements, resulting in the data presented in Figure 3. At 820 MHz, the modulation amplitude of the elastic wave interference pattern is much higher inside the waveguide than at the output of the crystal. This confirms the occurrence of strong interference between Bloch-modes inside the phononic crystal and of a predominantly propagating wave at the output. Transmission loss is of the order of 10 dB and includes a significant share of insertion loss due to the modal mismatch between the incident plane wave and the guided mode. At 940 MHz, the modulation strength is much higher at the output of the crystal, clearly indicating an interference phenomenon that involves a plane-wave originating from the emitting transducer that propagates freely through the crystal and a particular contribution travelling through the line defect. The low modulation intensity inside the waveguide corroborates this hypothesis. The transmission at 940 MHz then corresponds to a transmission above the band gap rather than to a transmission through waveguiding. This point is interesting enough on its own as it confirms that waves can propagate even though their dispersion relation stands beyond the sound line. As expected, the transmission is lossy with an output amplitude 15 dB lower than the input signal.

Additional scans, provided as supplementary material, show that wave guidance can be observed at a number of frequencies, particularly in the 800–860 MHz range and at about 750 MHz, though with different guiding strengths. This can point both to several guided modes and to dispersive waveguiding. It has to be noted that our detection technique can underestimate the number of guided modes. Indeed, scanning laser interferometer, like most optical probing techniques, measures only the out-of-plane component of the wave field, therefore missing both in-plane polarized waves or waves that could be polarization-converted at the crystal interface.

To gain further understanding of the phenomena involved, we performed band structure calculations for SAWs in the phononic crystal waveguide. The plane wave expansion (PWE) method, associated to supercell calculations, was used to compute the density of surface states in our phononic crystal waveguide structure in the frequency range centered about the defect-free phononic crystal band gap. 49 harmonics were considered for the computation of the Fourier series. The theoretical model assumes perfectly cylindrical holes instead of the conical holes resulting from
A straight waveguide was realized by introducing a missing row of holes in an otherwise perfect square-lattice piezoelectric phononic crystal. The structure was characterized by scanning laser interferometry, enabling direct imaging of the elastic field on the sample and the wave interaction with the phononic crystal structure. The optical measurements clearly confirmed the existence of a bandgap, a result that is in agreement with previous work. Waveguiding was shown to occur for a significant number of frequencies in such a highly multi-mode and dispersive one-period wide waveguide. Additional phase measurements, fabrication of bent waveguides and improvement of the shape of the elastic wave source stand amongst the possible future routes to improve the understanding of surface-wave phononic guidance.
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See supplementary material at http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4913532 for measurements of the out-of-plane amplitude component of the acoustic wave field at additional frequencies.